PRESS RELEASE

Consumer Confidence tumbles by 6.3 percentage points in May 2021,
amid COVID 19 surge: Refinitiv-Ipsos monthly India PCSI
Consumer Sentiment falls sharply across all 4 indices of jobs, personal
finances, economy and investments for future
New Delhi, May 20, 2021: The monthly Refinitiv-Ipsos Primary Consumer Sentiment Index
(PCSI) for India, in May, has shown a sharp drop of 6.3 percentage points, over April 2021, amid
COVID19 fears.
The monthly PCSI, which is driven by the aggregation of the four weighted sub-indices, has
plunged across all 4 of them: The PCSI Employment Confidence (“Jobs”) Sub-Index is down by
4.7 percentage points; the PCSI Current Personal Financial Conditions (“Current Conditions”)
Sub-Index has steeply fallen by 9.0 percentage points; the PCSI Investment Climate
(“Investment”) Sub-Index has sharply declined by 8.4 percentage points; and the PCSI Economic
Expectations (“Expectations”) Sub Index, has decreased by 4.4 percentage points.

Amit Adarkar, CEO, Ipsos India, said, “The second wave has been far greater in intensity
as compared to the first wave and we are seeing its terrible impact not only on our
healthcare infrastructure, which is stressed due to the steep surge in cases, but also on
consumer sentiment, which has plummeted across the four sub-indices. Especially for
personal finances, for day to day running of household expenses and savings and
investments for the future. Confidence around jobs and the economy too have taken a hit.
Right now, the govt’s focus is to contain the virus and save lives. And that is why we are
seeing lockdowns and restrictions being imposed. But then it is also impacting livelihoods
and earnings. It is a tough dilemma – but saving lives will take precedence over everything
else and then of course expediting the vaccination drive, with now Sputnik V too making
the India debut. We will have to closely watch the Covid trajectory over the next 3-4 weeks
and gauge if restrictions are being lifted from June onwards. If it does not happen and
vaccination drive does not pick up pace, we are looking at a very slow rebound.”
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Methodology
These are findings of an Ipsos online poll conducted April 23, 2021 – May 7, 2021. For this survey,
a sample of 500 adults from Ipsos' India online panel aged 16-64 years was interviewed online.
As this is an online poll in India, representative of the online community in the country, it is not
reflective of the general population; however, the online sample in is particularly valuable in their
own right as they are more urban, educated and have more income than their fellow citizens and
often referred to as “Upper Deck Consumer Citizens” or Primary Consumers. The precision of the
Refinitiv/Ipsos online polls is measured using a Bayesian Credibility Interval. In his case, the poll
has a credibility interval of plus or minus 5.0 percentage points for all adults. For more
information on the Bayesian Credibility Interval please see http://www.ipsos-na.com/newspolls/pressrelease.aspx?id=5836.
The Refinitiv/Ipsos India Primary Consumer Sentiment Index (PCSI), ongoing since 2010, is a
monthly national survey of consumer attitudes on the current and future state of local
economies, personal finance situations, savings and confidence to make large investments. The
Index is composed of four sub-indices: Current Conditions Index; Expectations Index; Investment
Index; and Jobs Index.
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About Refinitiv
Refinitiv is a global provider of financial markets data and infrastructure. The company was
founded in 2018. It is jointly owned by Blackstone Group LP which has a 55% stake and Thomson
Reuters which owns 45%. The company has an annual turnover of $6bn, with more than 40,000
client companies in 190 countries.
About Ipsos Public Affairs
Ipsos Public Affairs is a non-partisan, objective, survey-based research practice made up of
seasoned professionals. We conduct strategic research initiatives for a diverse number of
American and international organizations, based not only on public opinion research, but elite
stakeholder, corporate, and media opinion research.
Ipsos has media partnerships with the most prestigious news organizations around the world. In
Canada, the U.S., UK, and internationally, Ipsos Public Affairs is the media polling supplier to
Reuters News, the world's leading source of intelligent information for businesses and
professionals. Ipsos Public Affairs is a member of the Ipsos Group, a leading global survey-based
market research company. We provide boutique-style customer service and work closely with
our clients, while also undertaking global research.
ABOUT IPSOS
Ipsos is now the third largest market research company in the world, present in 90 markets and
employing more than 18,000 people.
Our research professionals, analysts and scientists have built unique multi-specialist capabilities
that provide powerful insights into the actions, opinions and motivations of citizens, consumers,
patients, customers, or employees. Our 75 business solutions are based on primary data coming
from our surveys, social media monitoring, and qualitative or observational techniques.
“Game Changers” – our tagline – summarises our ambition to help our 5,000 clients to navigate
more easily our deeply changing world.
Founded in France in 1975, Ipsos is listed on the Euronext Paris since July 1st, 1999. The company
is part of the SBF 120 and the Mid-60 index and is eligible for the Deferred Settlement Service
(SRD).
ISIN code FR0000073298, Reuters ISOS.PA, Bloomberg IPS:FP
www.ipsos.com
GAME CHANGERS
In our world of rapid change, the need of reliable information to make confident decisions has
never been greater.
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At Ipsos we believe our clients need more than a data supplier, they need a partner who can
produce accurate and relevant information and turn it into actionable truth.
This is why our passionately curious experts not only provide the most precis measurement, but
shape it to provide True Understanding of Society, Markets and People.
To do this we use the best of science, technology and know-how and apply the principles of
security, simplicity, speed and substance to everything we do.
So
that
our
clients
can
act
faster,
smarter
and
bolder.
Ultimately,
success
comes
down
to
a
simple
truth:
You act better when you are sure.
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